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Cover image of statue is created in Ken Museth's research group!
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Still frame from the movie Scooby Doo 2 by Frantic Films, developed using techniques by Ken Museth.
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Read for example about physicist Ken Museth who was hired as a consultant for the movie The Day After Tomorrow in order to help in achieving more realistic special effects.
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Front-cover: Visualization in the movie industry. Image: Ken Museth
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IT from Linköping conquers the world
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One of these is Ken Museth, professor in computer graphics. Ken has among other things helped NASA find new and revolutionary energy efficient highways between the planets and he had his fingers (or rather his algorithms) involved when the people making The Day After Tomorrow wanted to simulate the forces of nature
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Ken Museth, Professor in Computer Graphics
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The captions for the images should be swapped! A simple mistake by the publisher.
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Headline: Fake storms and brain-tumors - Ken’s visualizations has many applicationsAbstract: Ken Museth is a Danish nuclear physicist that through CalTech, NASA and Hollywood switched to the part of computer graphics called visualization. This means that he makes visual, computer generated representations of scientific data. Currently he is a professor at Linköping university.First paragraph: Ken Museth is a professor in computer graphics. Considering this his background is not quite what one might expect. He took his PhD in nuclear physics at Copenhagen University, studying particle collisions. With his PhD degree in his hand he went to Caltech where he was contacted by a representative of NASA that wanted help with a problem they were working on.-	“I accepted the offer, mainly because it looked like a lot of fun! I did not have any long-term intensions, but as time passed I got deeper and deeper involved in the collaboration.”Second paragraph:Cheap orbitsWhat Ken Museth did for NASA mainly involved computer graphics, tools for visualizing satellite orbits.What the NASA scientists had discovered, and wanted help with, was a new kind of spacecraft trajectories. They are complicated, far from straight, but require almost no energy. This is different from the ordinary elliptical orbits that are fast, but energy demanding.The new orbits have to do with the chaotic environment created when many massive bodies interact. By studying their really small effects scientists has managed to show that it is possible to hitch-hike between planets using what in principle can be called gravitational side-effects.So far the newly discovered orbits have only been used for unmanned satellites. Besides the fact that the technology is new, the orbits also tend to wander on their way to the target. It is somewhat like taking a bike on a dirt road instead of taking the car and the freeway - it is simpler and cheaper but takes more time.3D with polarized lightThe reason they (ed. NASA) wanted to involve Ken in the project was partly that no-one had been able to visualize these trajectories before, and they were rather complicated, so if it was possible to look at them it would be much easier to understand what one was working with compared to just looking at symbols on paper or a computer screen.Among other things he worked with a particularly advanced 3D display. It consisted of a tabletop made of glass and under that was an enormous mirror. Images were projected via the mirror at high frequency using light that alternated between two perpendicular polarizations. The scientists then use similarly polarized glasses that only “see” every second image. In this way one can create the illusion of a three dimensional image.HollywoodDuring his time in the US, Ken Museth was also contacted by a large special effects company called Digital Domain. They have among other things been involved in movies such as Lord of the Rings, Titanic, The Fifth Element and Terminator 2. They wanted his help for the simulations they wanted to do for The Day After Tomorrow. Ken accepted the offer and became a consultant during the making of the movie.-	“But I had nothing to do with the special effects themselves he says modestly. There is no particular scene I can point to and say “I did this”. But they wanted my expertise especially on how to simulate water. They wanted a solid physical base for the effects.” So the realistic look of water splashing as high as the shoulders of the Statue of Liberty is partially thanks to Ken.After this his movie career has actually continued. Most recently he was involved in animating a tar-monster in Scooby Doo 2 for the special effects company Frantic Films. (Ed. Ken’s research was used during this movie production, but he didn’t create actual shots himself)Tracking BraintumorsBut visualization also has many other applications, for example in medicine.- 	“When one examines the brain for example, it can be a major help to visually inspect the data from the brain-scan” 
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Below follows a translation of an interview published in Naturvetaren, (issue 5, 
2005), pp 4-6, (a major Swedish science magazine), by journalist Kim 
Bergström. Translated Swedish text is typeset in italic. 
 
 
 
Frontpage: 
 
The digital cover image of the statue was created in Ken Museth’s research group! 
 
Page 1: 
 
Left column: Read for example about physicist Ken Museth who was hired as a consultant for 
the movie The Day After Tomorrow in order to help in achieving more realistic special 
effects. 
 
Top image: A still frame from the movie Scooby Doo 2 by Frantic Films, developed using 
techniques by Ken Museth. 
 
Bottom text: Front-cover: Visualization in the movie industry. Image: Ken Museth 
 
Page 2: 
 
Headline: IT from Linköping conquers the world 
 
Left column: One of these is Ken Museth, professor in computer graphics. Ken has among 
other things helped NASA find new and revolutionary energy efficient highways between the 
planets and he had his fingers (or rather his algorithms) involved when the people making 
The Day After Tomorrow wanted to simulate the forces of nature. 
 
Center and right columns: The figure captions for the center and right images should be 
swapped. This was a mistake by the publisher. 
 
Page 3: 
 
Headline: Fake storms and brain-tumors – Ken’s visualizations has many applications 
 
Abstract: Ken Museth is a Danish nuclear physicist that through CalTech, NASA and 
Hollywood switched to the part of computer graphics called visualization. This means that he 
makes visual, computer generated representations of scientific data. Currently he is a 
professor at Linköping university. 
 
First paragraph: Ken Museth is a professor in computer graphics. Considering this his 
background is not quite what one might expect. He took his PhD in nuclear physics at 
Copenhagen University, studying particle collisions. With his PhD degree in his hand he went 
to Caltech where he was contacted by a representative of NASA that wanted help with a 
problem they were working on. 
- “I accepted the offer, mainly because it looked like a lot of fun! I did not have any long-

term intensions, but as time passed I got deeper and deeper involved in the 
collaboration.” 



Second paragraph: 
Cheap orbits 
What Ken Museth did for NASA mainly involved computer graphics, tools for visualizing 
satellite orbits. 
What the NASA scientists had discovered, and wanted help with, was a new kind of spacecraft 
trajectories. They are complicated, far from straight, but require almost no energy. This is 
different from the ordinary elliptical orbits that are fast, but energy demanding. 
The new orbits have to do with the chaotic environment created when many massive bodies 
interact. By studying their really small effects scientists has managed to show that it is 
possible to hitch-hike between planets using what in principle can be called gravitational 
side-effects. 
So far the newly discovered orbits have only been used for unmanned satellites. Besides the 
fact that the technology is new, the orbits also tend to wander on their way to the target. It is 
somewhat like taking a bike on a dirt road instead of taking the car and the freeway – it is 
simpler and cheaper but takes more time. 
 
3D with polarized light 
The reason they (ed. NASA) wanted to involve Ken in the project was partly that no-one had 
been able to visualize these trajectories before, and they were rather complicated, so if it was 
possible to look at them it would be much easier to understand what one was working with 
compared to just looking at symbols on paper or a computer screen. 
 
Among other things he worked with a particularly advanced 3D display. It consisted of a 
tabletop made of glass and under that was an enormous mirror. Images were projected via 
the mirror at high frequency using light that alternated between two perpendicular 
polarizations. The scientists then use similarly polarized glasses that only “see” every second 
image. In this way one can create the illusion of a three dimensional image. 
 
Hollywood 
During his time in the US, Ken Museth was also contacted by a large special effects company 
called Digital Domain. They have among other things been involved in movies such as Lord 
of the Rings, Titanic, The Fifth Element and Terminator 2. They wanted his help for the 
simulations they wanted to do for The Day After Tomorrow. Ken accepted the offer and 
became a consultant during the making of the movie. 
- “But I had nothing to do with the special effects themselves he says modestly. There is no 

particular scene I can point to and say “I did this”. But they wanted my expertise 
especially on how to simulate water. They wanted a solid physical base for the effects.”  

So the realistic look of water splashing as high as the shoulders of the Statue of Liberty is 
partially thanks to Ken. 
After this his movie career has actually continued. Most recently he was involved in 
animating a tar-monster in Scooby Doo 2 for the special effects company Frantic Films. (Ed. 
Ken’s research was used during this movie production, but he didn’t create actual shots 
himself) 
 
Tracking Braintumors 
But visualization also has many other applications, for example in medicine. 
-  “When one examines the brain for example, it can be a major help to visually inspect 
the data from the brain-scan”  
 



One can for example specify the border of (ed. segment) tumors in the medical data sets. This 
way the physicians can get an actual image of the location of any tumors. In this area Ken 
Museth has been involved in developing a new method that has proven successful. 
The method can also be applied to produce an image of only the skeleton when one performs 
a scan of the entire body. So computer graphics is not only a tool for advanced entertainment. 
One day it might actually save your life. 




